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The lowest level of subjective wellbeing (SWB)  is 

the common denominator for all people.

At the next level of psychological wellbeing (PWB) 

the West has Aristotle, the East has Confucius.

At the level of spiritual wellbeing, the West has 

Christianity and the East has Buddhism & Daoism.

At the level of mature wellbeing in times of 

adversity, the West has Christianity & Stoicism, the 

East has Buddhism & Daoism.

At the optimal level of mature well being (MWB), it 

is a place of nothingness represented by an 

invisible dot.





• The apex or the optimal level of mature happiness 

can also be represented by a point of intersections 

of all possible dimensions or lines, both 

horizontally and vertically. 

• There is no more East or West, Male or Female, 

Rich or Poor, etc. 

• It is a place of nothingness -- no breadth, no 

length, no depth, no height, no coming, no going, 

no up, no down

• Yet ironically, it is also a place of everything – a 

place of perfect contentment, attunement, 

harmony and spiritual blessings. 

• Very few have achieved this level of happiness --

the historical Buddha, Laotze, Apostle Paul, and 

St. Francis of Assisi.



CasMac - a new model for flourishing in suffering. 

This model consists of six components: Courage, Acceptance, Self-transcendence, 

Meaning, Appreciation, and Compassion. 

This model complements Seligman’s (2011) PERMA model. 

It is predicted that CasMac is more relevant to adversities, while PERMA is more relevant to 

peace and prosperity. 



CasMac represents a new paradigm for mature happiness

Courage to embrace the dark side of life and make positive changes in our own lives

Acceptance of the bleak reality and what cannot be changed or is beyond our 
control.

Self-transcendence in strivings to make a significant contribution to others.

Meaning-mindset as a lens to discover what is good, beautiful, and the right thing 
to do.

Appreciative attitude towards everything in life, including undesirable situations.

Compassion for all people, living things, and oneself.







Woope Sakowin (Seven Laws) 

Wacante Ognanake Generosity Someone who is kind-hearted, good 

minded, good feelings and helps, 

shares, gives

Wowaunsila Compassion Demonstrated honor, to respect, have 

compassion for everything around you

Wowauonihan Honor, respect To Respect, to honor people and 

everything

Wowacintanka Fortitude Patience, control of self, tolerance

Wowahwala Humility Conducting oneself in a subtle, 

delicate manner, to be humble, being 

happy, honoring, respecting people 

and everything, compassionate.

Woohitike Courage/Bravery Guided through principles, disciplined, 

brave and courageous

Woksape Wisdom Wisdom and understanding
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